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Abstract
We study the vertex coloring problem in classes of graphs de�ned by

�nitely many forbidden induced subgraphs. Of our special interest are the
classes de�ned by forbidden induced subgraphs with at most 4 vertices. For all
but three classes in this family we show either NP-completeness or polynomial-
time solvability of the problem. For the remaining three classes we prove
�xed-parameter tractability. Moreover, for two of them we give a 3/2 approx-
imation polynomial algorithm.
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1 Introduction
A graphG is k-colorable if the vertex set ofG can be partitioned into at most k independent
sets (color classes). For a �xed value of k, vertex-k-colorability is the problem of
deciding whether a given graph G is k-colorable or not. The smallest value of k such that
G is k-colorable is called the chromatic number of G and is denoted �(G).

Vertex coloring is the problem of determining �(G) and partitioning the vertex
set of G into �(G) color classes. From a computational point of view, vertex coloring
and vertex-k-colorability for any k � 3 are di�cult problems, i.e. they are NP-
complete. Moreover, the problems remain NP-complete under substantial restrictions.
For instance, vertex-3-colorability (and hence vertex coloring) is NP-complete
for triangle-free graphs [20] and for graphs of vertex degree at most four [16], vertex-
4-colorability (and hence vertex coloring) is NP-complete for P7-free graphs [14]
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and vertex-5-colorability (and hence vertex coloring) is NP-complete for P6-freegraphs [14]. On the other hand, for graphs in some special classes, the problems can
be solved in polynomial time. For instance, vertex-3-colorability can be solved for
P6-free graphs [25], vertex-4-colorability can be solved for P2 + P3-free graphs [11],vertex-k-colorability for any k can be solved for P5-free graphs [13] and vertex
coloring (and hence vertex-k-colorability for any k) can be solved in polynomial
time for (triangle,2P3)-free graphs [9] and for perfect graphs.

All classes of graphs mentioned above and all classes with deal with in the present
paper possess the property that whenever a graph belongs to a class then every induced
subgraph of the graph also belongs to the same class. Such classes are called hereditary.

Our goal is systematization of hereditary classes according to the computational com-
plexity of the vertex coloring problem. It is well-known (and not di�cult to see)
that a class X of graphs is hereditary if and only if it can be described by a set Y of
forbidden induced subgraphs (obstructions), in which case we write X = Free(Y). The
induced subgraph characterization provides a uniform way to describe hereditary classes
and therefore a systematic way to study them. In this paper, we are interested in classes
for which the set of obstructions is �nite. We call such classes �nitely de�ned.

Of our special interest are the classes de�ned by forbidden induced subgraphs with at
most 4 vertices. To describe the graphs, we use the following notations. By Pn, Cn, Knand On we denote the chordless path, the chordless cycle, the complete graph and the
empty (edgeless) graph on n vertices, respectively. Also, Kn � e is the graph obtained
from Kn by deleting an edge, and Kp;q is the complete bipartite graph with parts of size
p and q. By G1 + G2 we denote the disjoint union of graphs G1 and G2, and by kG the
disjoint union of k copies of G. In particular, nK1 = On, 2K2 = C4, K2 + 2K1 = K4 � e,
C3 +K1 = K1;3. The graphs K1;3 and P3 +K1 have special names in the literature, they
are called claw and paw, respectively.

Given a graph G, we denote by V (G) and E(G) the vertex set and the edge set of G,
respectively. Also, by L(G) we denote the line graph of G, i.e. the graph with vertex set
E(G) in which two vertices are adjacent if and only if the respective edges of G share a
vertex. It is well-known (see e.g. [12]) that the class of line graphs is hereditary and is
de�ned by 9 forbidden induced subgraphs, one of which is the claw and 8 others contain
K4 � e as an induced subgraph.

The importance of the class of line graphs for our study is due to the fact that vertex
coloring restricted to the class of line graphs is equivalent to edge coloring, which
is one more important NP-complete problem. From this relationship, we immediately
conclude that vertex coloring is NP-complete in the class Free(K1;3). More generally,
it was shown in [18] that
Theorem 1. If G is a (not necessarily proper) induced subgraph of P4 or P3 +K1, thenvertex coloring is polynomial-time solvable in the class Free(G). Otherwise, it is
NP-complete in Free(G).

The polynomial-time solvability of vertex coloring in the class Free(P4) can also
be derived from a more general result (Theorem 2 below) proved in [26], since the clique-
width of graphs in Free(P4) is at most 2.
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Theorem 2. Vertex coloring is polynomial-time solvable for graphs of bounded clique-
width.

In [8], the family of hereditary classes of graphs de�ned by forbidden induced subgraphs
with at most 4 vertices was completely characterized in terms of bounded or unbounded
clique-width. For classes where the clique-width is bounded, we immediately conclude
polynomial-time solvability of the vertex coloring problem by Theorem 2. In this
paper, we study computational complexity of the problem on classes of unbounded clique-
width. According to [8], in the family of classes de�ned by forbidden induced subgraphs
with at most 4 vertices there are seven minimal classes of unbounded clique-width. These
are
X 1 = Free(K1;3; C4;K4 � e;K4),
X 2 = Free(K1;3; C4;K4 � e;K4),
X 3 = Free(K3; C4),
X 4 = Free(O3; C4),
X 5 = Free(K4; 2K2),
X 6 = Free(C4; 2K2),
X 7 = Free(C4; O4).

In the present paper, we study vertex coloring in these classes and in their superclasses
de�ned by forbidden induced subgraphs with at most 4 vertices.

A helpful tool for investigating computational complexity of algorithmic problems on
�nitely de�ned classes of graphs is the notion of boundary classes. In Section 2, we use
this notion to derive a number of NP-completeness results for vertex coloring. Then in
Section 3, we present polynomial-time algorithms for the problem in some classes de�ned
by forbidden induced subgraphs with at most 4 vertices. Together, the results of Sections 2
and 3 cover nearly all classes in the family under consideration. For the remaining classes
in this family we prove �xed-parameter tractability of vertex coloring in Section 4.
Also, for two of the remaining classes we give a 3/2 approximation polynomial algorithm
in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper with a number of open problems.

2 Boundary classes and NP-completeness results
As we mentioned in the introduction, the notion of boundary classes is a helpful tool
for the analysis of computational complexity of algorithmic problems on �nitely de�ned
classes of graphs. This notion can be de�ned as follows.

Let � be an algorithmic graph problem. Let us call a hereditary class X �-easy if �
can be solved for graphs in X in polynomial time, and �-tough otherwise. A hereditary
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class X is called �-limit if there exists a sequence X1 � X1 � : : : of �-tough classes such
that X = 1T

i=1Xi.
To illustrate this notion, let us denote by Hi and Li the graphs represented in Figure 1.The following lemma can be found, for instance, in [2].
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Figure 1: Graphs Hi (left) and Li (right)

Lemma 1. The maximum independent set problem is NP-complete in the class
Free(C3; C4; C5; : : : ; Cp; H0; H1; H2; : : : ;Hp)

for each �xed value of p.
From this lemma it follows that the class Free(C3; C4; C5; : : : ;H0; H1; H2; : : :) is a limitclass for the maximum independent set problem. Let us denote this class by S. It is

not di�cult to see that
S is the class of graphs in which every connected component is of the form Si;j;krepresented in Figure 2(a).
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Figure 2: The graphs Si;j;k (a) and Ti;j;k (b)
The class S and some related classes turned out to be limit for many algorithmic graph

problems. For instance, S is a limit class for the minimum vertex cover problem, since
a set U � V (G) is a vertex cover of G if and only if V (G)�U is an independent set in G.
Also, the class of complements of line graphs of graphs in S is a limit class for vertex
coloring. This follows from the results in [27] and can be shown as follows.
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Let G be a graph in Free(K3) and let H = L(G) be its line graph. Every clique
K in H corresponds to a set of edges of G incident to the same vertex, say v(K). Let
K1; : : : ;Kp be a set of cliques that partition V (H). Then fv(K1); : : : ; v(Kp)g is a vertex
cover of G. This cover is minimum if and only if K1; : : : ;Kp is a partition of V (H) into
minimum number of cliques, or equivalently, if and only if p is the chromatic number of H.
We know that H 2 Free(K1;3). Also, it is not di�cult to see that if G 2 Free(K3), thenH 2 Free(K4 � e). This relationship between vertex coloring and minimum vertex
cover implies the following conclusion.
Lemma 2. The vertex coloring problem is NP-complete in the class

Free(K1;3;K4;K4 � e; C4; C5; : : : ; Cp; L0; L1; L2; : : : ; Lp)
for each �xed value of p.
Let us denote the class of line graphs of graphs in S by T . In other words,

T is the class of graphs in which every connected component is of the form Ti;j;krepresented in Figure 2(b).
In terms of forbidden induced subgraphs the class T can be described as follows:

T = Free(K1;3;K4;K4 � e; C4; C5; : : : ; L0; L1; L2; : : :):
By denoting the class of complements of graphs in T by T we conclude from Lemma 2

that T is a limit class for vertex coloring.
The importance of the notion of limit classes for the study of algorithmic graph prob-

lems on �nitely de�ned classes of graphs is due to the following lemma.
Lemma 3. If a �nitely de�ned class of graphs contains a �-limit class, then it is �-tough.

This \if" statement can be strengthened to an \if and only if" statement by replacing
limit classes with minimal limit classes. A minimal (with respect to set inclusion) limit
class was called in [2] a boundary class. This notion was �rst introduced with respect to the
maximum independent set problem [2] and then was extended to arbitrary algorithmic
graph problems in [3, 5]. With this extension, Lemma 3 can be strengthened as follows
(see [3, 5]).
Theorem 3. A �nitely de�ned class of graphs is �-tough if and only if it contains a
�-boundary class.

According to this theorem, a complete list of �-boundary classes allows us to e�ciently
decide whether a �nitely de�ned class of graphs is �-tough or �-easy. Unfortunately, up
to date, no problem was provided with a complete list of boundary classes. However, even
a partial information about boundary classes (i.e. information about speci�c boundary
classes) gives a useful guide for the analysis of computational complexity of algorith-
mic graph problems on �nitely de�ned classes of graphs. The �rst boundary class was
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discovered in [2], where the author proved minimality of the class S for the maximum in-
dependent set problem. Also, in [3, 4], it was shown that S and T are boundary classes
for many other algorithmic graph problems. Some classes resembling S and T turned out
to be boundary for vertex-k-colorability and for edge-k-colorability for all k � 3
[17, 21, 22]. The minimality of the class T for vertex coloring was shown in [23].

Below we report two more results about limit classes for vertex coloring and related
problems. The minimality of these classes is an open problem. However, even without
solving this problem, the reported results can be used to conclude the NP-completeness
of vertex coloring in some classes of our interest. The following lemma was proved in
[15].
Lemma 4. For each �xed k; p � 3, vertex-k-colorability is NP-complete for graphs
in the class Free(C3; C4; : : : ; Cp).

From this lemma we immediately conclude that for each �xed k, the class of forests
is a limit class for vertex-k-colorability. Also, in [15], it was shown that edge-3-
colorability is NP-complete for graphs of vertex degree at most 3 in the class Free(C3,C4, : : : ; Cp) for each �xed value of p. Translating this result to the language of line graphs,we obtain the following conclusion.
Lemma 5. For each �xed value of p, vertex-3-colorability is NP-complete in the
class Free(K1;3;K4 � e;K4; C4; C5; : : : ; Cp).

Therefore, the class of forests of vertex degree at most 3 is a limit class for edge-3-
colorability.

Now we apply the above results to derive the NP-completeness of vertex coloring
in some classes de�ned by forbidden induced subgraphs with at most 4 vertices.
Theorem 4. The vertex coloring problem is NP-complete in the following classes:
X 1 = Free(K1;3; C4;K4 � e;K4), X 2 = Free(K1;3; C4;K4 � e;K4), X 3 = Free(K3; C4).
Proof. For the �rst class, the result follows from Lemma 5, for the second, from Lemma 2,
and for the third, from Lemma 4.

3 Polynomial-time results
Since vertex coloring is NP-complete in classes X 1, X 2, X 3, it is also NP-complete
in their superclasses. Therefore, in order to obtain polynomial-time results for classes of
unbounded clique-width, we study classes X 4, X 5, X 6, X 7 and their superclasses de�ned
by forbidden induced subgraphs with at most 4 vertices.

Each of the proper superclasses of X 5, X 6, X 7 is de�ned by forbidding exactly one
of the following graphs: K4; O4; C4; 2K2. By Theorem 1, the problem is NP-complete in
each of these classes. Therefore, we do not need to consider proper superclasses of X 5,
X 6, X 7.

For the class X 6, a polynomial-time solution to the vertex coloring problem was
shown in [24]. In what follows, we analyze complexity of the problem in other classes of
the family in question.
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3.1 The class X 5
Theorem 5. The vertex coloring problem is polynomial-time solvable in the class
Free(K4; 2K2).
Proof. The result follows from two facts. First, the class Free(2K2) is �-bounded, i.e. thechromatic number of any graph in this class is bounded by a function of its clique number.
More precisely, in [28] it was proved that if G 2 Free(2K2), then �(G) � �!(G)+12 �, where
!(G) is the clique number of G, i.e. the size of a maximum clique in G. Since for graphs
in Free(K4; 2K2) the clique number is at most 3, the chromatic number is at most 6.The second important property of the class Free(2K2) is that n-vertex graphs in this
class have at most n2 maximal (with respect to set inclusion) independent sets [10]. There-
fore, for each �xed k, vertex-k-colorability can be solved for graphs in Free(2K2) inpolynomial time. Indeed, we may assume without loss of generality that in a proper col-
oring of G 2 Free(2K2) one of the color classes is a maximal independent set. Therefore,vertex-k-colorability can be solved for G by solving vertex-(k�1)-colorability in
the graph G�S for each maximal independent set S in G. Since vertex-2-colorability
is polynomial-time solvable, the result follows by induction.

3.2 The class X 4 and its superclasses
The vertex coloring problem is known to be polynomial-time solvable in the class
Free(O3), since it is solvable in the more general class Free(P3 + K1). Therefore, it is
solvable in the class X 4 = Free(O3; 2K2). Now let X = Free(Y) be a superclass of
X 4 de�ned by a set Y of forbidden induced subgraphs with 4 vertices. Each graph in
Y di�erent from 2K2 is obtained from O3 by adding to it one more vertex. There are
precisely 4 such extensions: O4;K2 + 2K1; P3 +K1 and K1;3. We assume that

� P3 +K1 62 Y, since the problem is polynomial-time solvable in Free(P3 +K1),
� K1;3 2 Y, since otherwise X contains X 2, in which case the problem is NP-complete
by Theorem 4,

� Y \ f2K2;K2 + 2K1; O4g 6= ;, since the problem is NP-complete in the class
Free(K1;3) (Theorem 1).

3.2.1 The class Free(K1;3; 2K2)
Let G be a graph in the class Free(K1;3; 2K2). Without loss of generality we will assume
that G is connected, since the vertex coloring problem admits an obvious reduction to
connected graphs. For a subset U � V (G), we denote by G[U ] the subgraph of G induced
by U .

Let x be a vertex of maximum degree in G and V1 its neighbourhood. By V2 we willdenote the remaining vertices of the graph. Since G is 2K2-free, the graph G[V2] containsat most one nontrivial (i.e. of size more than 1) connected component. In other words,
there is a subset U � V2 such that G[U ] is connected and every vertex of V2�U is isolated
in G[V2].
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Lemma 6. The set U is a clique.
Proof. Assume U is not a clique. Then G[U ] has a P3 induced by three vertices a; b; c (in
this order). Suppose V1 contains a vertex y nonadjacent to b, then y must be adjacent to
a (to avoid a 2K2 induced by x; y; a; b) and similarly y must be adjacent to c. But then
x; y; a; c induce a K1;3. This contradiction shows that every vertex of V1 is adjacent to b.But then the degree of b is strictly greater than the degree of x, contradicting the choice
of x. Therefore, U is a clique.
Lemma 7. If jU j � 2, then the graph GU = G[U [V1[fxg] belongs to the class Free(O3)and �(GU ) = �(G).
Proof. Assume GU contains three pairwise nonadjacent vertices a; b; c. Then, according
to Lemma 6 and K1;3-freeness of GU , exactly one of these three vertices, say a, belongs
to U and the remaining two vertices belong to V1. Since jU j � 2, there exist a vertex
y 2 U di�erent from a, and this vertex must be adjacent both to b and to c (else a; y; b; x
or a; y; c; x induce a 2K2). But then y; a; b; c induce a K1;3. This contradiction shows that
GU 2 Free(O3).To prove the second part of the lemma, consider an optimal coloring � of the graph GU .This coloring can be extended to a coloring of G by assigning color �(x) to every vertex
in V1 � U . This extension is a proper coloring of G, since the set V1 � U is independent,
no vertex of this set has a neighbour in U and vertex of V1 uses color �(x). Therefore,
�(GU ) = �(G).
Lemma 8. If jU j � 1, then �(G) = �(G[V1]) + 1.
Proof. Since x is adjacent to each vertex of V1, we have �(G) � �(G[V1]) + 1. On the
other hand, since jU j � 1, the set V2 [ fxg is independent, and hence any proper coloring
of G[V1] can be extended to a proper coloring of G by assigning to the vertices of V2 [fxgany color not used in V1. Therefore, �(G) � �(G[V1]) + 1. Combining, we obtain �(G) =
�(G[V1]) + 1.
Theorem 6. Vertex coloring can be solved for graphs in Free(K1;3; 2K2) in polyno-
mial time.
Proof. From Lemmas 7 and 8 it follows that vertex coloring can be reduced in polyno-
mial time from graphs in Free(K1;3; 2K2) to graphs in Free(K1;3; 2K2; O3). On the other
hand, in the class Free(O3) the problem admits a polynomial-time solution [18].
3.2.2 The class Free(K1;3; K2 + 2K1)
Lemma 9. If a graph G 2 Free(K1;3;K2 + 2K1) contains an O4, then G is edgeless.
Proof. If G 2 Free(K1;3;K2+2K1) contains an O4, then we extend this O4 to a maximal(with respect to set inclusion) independent set S and assume there is a vertex x 62 S. Due
to the maximality of S, x has at least one neighbour in S. If x has at most two neighbours
in S, then it also has at least two non-neighbours in S (since jSj � 4). But then x, its
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neighbour and two non-neighbours induce a K2 + 2K1. If x has at least three neighbours
in S, then these neighbours together with x induce a K1;3. The contradiction in both
cases shows that there are no vertices outside S, i.e. G has no edges.
Corollary 1. Vertex coloring in the class Free(K1;3;K2+2K1) is polynomially equiv-
alent to the same problem in the class Free(K1;3;K2 + 2K1; O4).

3.3 Remaining classes
The above discussion reduces the analysis to the following three classes: Free(K1;3; O4),Free(K1;3;K2 + 2K1; O4) and Free(C4; O4). The �rst two of them generalize the class
Free(O3), where vertex coloring is solvable in polynomial time. A solution to the
problem for a graph G 2 Free(O3) is based on solving the maximum matching problem
in the complement of G. Therefore, a polynomial algorithm for vertex coloring in
Free(K1;3; O4) and Free(K1;3;K2 + 2K1; O4) would generalize the maximum matching
algorithm applied to K3-free graphs. Determining whether such an algorithm exists is
a challenging open problem. We leave it for future research. In the present paper, we
restrict ourselves to weaker conclusions. In particular, in Section 4 we show that vertex
coloring is �xed-parameter tractable in all three classes where polynomial-time solvabil-
ity of the problem remains an open question. Also, for two of these classes we give a 3/2
approximation polynomial algorithm in Section 5.

4 Fixed-parameter tractability of vertex color-

ing in some �nitely de�ned classes of graphs
Parameterized complexity is a recent branch of computational complexity theory that
provides a framework for a re�ned analysis of hard algorithmic problems. A problem � is
said to be �xed-parameter tractable with respect to a parameter k if it can be solved for
n-vertex graphs in time f(k)nO(1), where f(k) is a function of the parameter k only (i.e.
independent of n). Therefore, �xed-parameter tractability is a relaxation of polynomial-
time solvability.

We parameterize vertex coloring by the number of colors used in the solution.
We say that vertex coloring is �xed-parameter tractable if there is an algorithm that
decides whether an n-vertex graph G is k-colorable in time f(k)nO(1). We denote the
parameterized version of the problem by k-vertex coloring. By R(k; p) we denote the
Ramsey number, i.e. the minimum number n such that every n-vertex graph contains
either a clique of size k or an independent set of size p.

In the present section, we derive a number of general results on �xed-parameter
tractability of vertex coloring in �nitely de�ned classes of graphs (i.e. we do not
restrict ourselves to classes de�ned by forbidden induced subgraphs with at most 4 ver-
tices). We start with an easy observation.
Theorem 7. For each �xed p, the k-vertex coloring problem is �xed-parameter tractable
in the class Free(Op).
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Proof. If a graph G 2 Free(Op) contains at least R(k + 1; p) vertices, then it necessarily
has a clique of size k + 1, in which case it is not k-colorable. Otherwise, the number
of vertices of G is at most R(k + 1; p), which is a function of k only (since p is a �xed
constant). Therefore, the problem is �xed-parameter tractable in the class Free(Op).

To extend this theorem to stronger results, let us quote a number of known results
about the tree-width of a graph G (denoted tw(G)).
Lemma 10. [19] There is a function f1 such that for any graph G,

tw(G) < f1(G1; G2;�(G));
where G1 and G2 are induced subgraphs of G with maximum number of vertices that belong
to S and to T , respectively, and �(G) is the maximum vertex degree in G.
Lemma 11. [7] There is a function f2 such that vertex coloring can be solved for
graphs with n vertices and with a tree decomposition of width k in time O(f2(k)n).
Lemma 12. [6] Given a graph G, a tree decomposition of width O(tw(G)log(tw(G))) can
be constructed in time polynomial in the number of vertices of G.
Theorem 8. For any graph H 2 T , the k-vertex coloring problem is �xed-parameter
tractable in the class Free(K1;3; H).
Proof. Let H be a graph in T and G be a graph in Free(K1;3; H). If G contains a
vertex x of degree R(k; 3), then the neighbourhood of x contains a clique of size k (since
G 2 Free(K1;3)), in which case �(G) > k, i.e. G is not k-colorable. Therefore, the problem
reduces to graphs in Free(K1;3; H) of vertex degree at most R(k; 3). Let us denote this
subset of Free(K1;3; H) by X . Since K1;3 2 S and H 2 T , we conclude by Lemma 10 that
the tree-width of graphs in X is bounded by a function of k. Together with Lemmas 11
and 12 this implies that k-vertex coloring is �xed-parameter tractable in the class X
and hence in the class Free(K1;3; H).
Theorem 9. For each �xed p and s, the k-vertex coloring problem is �xed-parameter
tractable in the class Free(Kp;p; Ps).
Proof. It was recently shown in [1] that for each k; p and s there is a number L = L(k; p; s)
such that every graph with a (not necessarily induced) path of length L contains either Kkor Kp;p or Ps as an induced subgraph. Therefore, if a graph G 2 Free(Kp;p; Ps) contains apath of length L(k+1; p; s), then it necessarily contains a clique of size k+1, in which case
it is not k-colorable. Otherwise, the length of a longest path, and hence the tree-width of
G, is bounded by a function of k, in which case the problem is �xed-parameter tractable
by Lemmas 11 and 12.

We conclude the paper with one more result about �xed-parameter tractability of
k-vertex coloring in a �nitely de�ned class of graphs.
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Theorem 10. The k-vertex coloring problem is �xed-parameter tractable in the class
Free(K1;3;K4 � e).
Proof. The result follows from three facts. First, k-vertex cover (a version of the
minimum vertex cover problem parameterized by the solution size) is �xed-parameter
tractable for arbitrary graphs. Second, k-vertex cover for a graph G 2 Free(K3) isequivalent to k-vertex coloring in the complement of the line graph of G, as was
discussed in Section 2. Third, the line graph of a graph from Free(K3) belongs to
Free(K1;3;K4 � e).

Observe that by Theorem 4 vertex coloring is NP-complete in the class Free(K1;3,K4 � e).

5 3/2 approximation polynomial algorithm for
vertex coloring in the class Free(K1;3; O4)

As we mentioned earlier, the classes Free(K1;3; O4) and Free(K1;3;K2 + 2K1; O4) gener-alize the class Free(O3), where a solution to the vertex coloring problem is based on
solving the maximum matching problem in the complement of the graph. We denote the
size of a maximum matching in a graph G by �(G) and show that by solving the maximum
matching problem in the complement of a (K1;3; O4)-free graph G we �nd a coloring of
G with at most 32�(G) colors. This provides a 3/2 approximation polynomial algorithm
for vertex coloring in both classes Free(K1;3; O4) and Free(K1;3;K2 + 2K1; O4). We
start with the following useful observation.
Lemma 13. For any graph G in the class Free(K1;3; O4) there is an optimal coloring in
which all color classes contain either at least two vertices or at most two vertices.
Proof. Since G is O4-free, in any coloring of G every color class consists of at most 3
vertices. Let C be an optimal coloring of G. Assume C contains both a color class A = fag
of size 1 and a color class B = fb1; b2; b3g of size 3. Since G is claw-free, vertex a must have
a non-neighbour bi 2 B. By moving bi to A we obtain a new optimal coloring in which
the number of color classes of size 1 and 3 is strictly less than that in C. Applying this
procedure as long as possible, we obtain an optimal coloring either with no color classes
of size 1 or with no color classes of size 3, as required.
Theorem 11. For any graph G 2 Free(K1;3; O4) with n vertices, either �(G) = n��(G)
or �(G) = bn2 c.
Proof. For any graph G the following inequality is obvious: �(G) � n� �(G). Moreover,
this inequality becomes equality if and only if there is an optimal coloring of G in which
all color classes contain at most two vertices.

Assume �(G) 6= n� �(G). Then by Lemma 13 there is an optimal coloring C of G in
which all color classes have size 2 or 3. Let k2 be the number of color classes of size 2 and
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k3 be the number of color classes of size 3 in C. Then 2k2 + 3k3 = n. Let A = fa1; a2; a3gand B = fb1; b2; b3g be two arbitrary color classes of size 3 in C. Since G is claw-free,
vertex a1 must have a non-neighbour bi 2 B. Therefore, fa2; a3g, fa1; big and B � fbigare independent sets and hence the union of k3 color classes of size 3 contains d3k3�12 e
pairwise disjoint independent sets of size 2. Thus, the number of such sets in G is at least
d3k3�12 e+ k2 and hence

�(G) � d3k3 � 1
2 e+ k2 = dn� 2k2 � 1

2 e+ k2 = bn2 c:
Together with the obvious inequality �(G) � bn2 c we conclude that �(G) = bn2 c, asrequired.

One important corollary from Theorem 11 is that it provides a su�cient condition for
polynomial-time solvability of vertex coloring in the class Free(K1;3; O4).
Corollary 2. Let G be a graph with n vertices in the class Free(K1;3; O4). If �(G) 6= bn2 c,then �(G) = n� �(G).

Also, combining Theorem 11 with the obvious inequality �(G) � n=3 which is valid
for any O4-free graph, we obtain the following conclusion.
Corollary 3. Let G be a graph with n vertices in the class Free(K1;3; O4). Then

2(n� �(G))� 1
3 � �(G):

This corollary shows that by solving the maximum matching problem in the com-
plement of G we �nd a coloring of G with at most 32�(G) colors, i.e. this solution
provides a 3/2 approximation polynomial algorithm for vertex coloring in the class
Free(K1;3; O4).

6 Conclusion
In this paper, we studied computational complexity of vertex coloring in classes of
graphs de�ned by forbidden induced subgraphs with at most 4 vertices. For all but three
classes in this family we showed either NP-completeness or polynomial-time solvability of
the problem. For the remaining three classes we proved �xed-parameter tractability. Also,
for two of them we gave a 3/2 approximation polynomial algorithm.

The obvious open question is clarifying the computational status of the problem in the
following three classes: Free(K1;3; O4), Free(K1;3;K2 + 2K1; O4) and Free(C4; O4). We
conjecture that for graphs in Free(C4; O4) the problem can be solved in polynomial time.
For the other two classes, even conjecturing is not so easy. On the one hand, both of them
extend the class Free(O3) and hence a polynomial-time solution for these two classes can
be developed only by a non-trivial generalization of the maximum matching algorithm.
On the other hand, if the problem is NP-complete in these two classes, they must contain
a new boundary class for the problem, and presently nothing suggests any idea about the
structure of such a class. Resolving this issue is a very challenging task.
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